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What is Amaze?
Amaze is a turnkey survey management solution
that integrates into the ServiceNow IT workflow.
Through ServiceNow, Amaze follows every IT ticket
from the moment it is raised to the moment it is
resolved.
The tool employs dynamic surveys to measure the
IT experience, based on a proven methodology and
over a decade of continuous research. Amaze allows
you to identify key areas to improve the IT
experience in your organization and turn insights
into actions through our intuitive dashboards.

Why Amaze
Happy employees pave the way to more satisfied
customers, and it is IT that holds the key to making
this happen. Amaze, and our IT experience
methodology delivers a fundamental and positive
impact on IT performance, changing the way
organizations think about IT delivery.
Amaze empowers you to have a real, positive
impact on the employees and the business.
Amaze provides you with strategic insights that
lead to effective IT choices and supplier
management.
Amaze provides practical pointers on how to
increase employee satisfaction with IT.
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Actionable Insights
Feedback focused on output and outcome
Amaze measurements focus not only on the
quality of the IT tools and services (Output) but
also on the added value of IT (Outcome). This
multilevel focus helps employees provide
meaningful feedback and the stakeholders to
objectively evaluate the actual value of IT to
the business.

Over-time and in-time feedback
The Amaze methodology uses over-time
surveys for measuring the general experience
with IT resources. Furthermore, it uses in-time
(trigger) surveys for measuring incidental
experience with specific IT tools and services.
This approach offers holistic insights into the
business from multiple angles and interaction
moments with IT.

Insights targeting the right part of IT
Our signature survey packs capture your
customers' voices and relate their feedback to
ITSM processes and continual service
improvement. Given the different needs and
experiences with IT, Amaze uses a targeted
approach focused on three types of
measurements.
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1. Survey Packs - Measurements focused on the digital workspace
These measurements focus on the experience with the current digital workspace
(e.g., applications, devices, connectivity) and the IT Support.
General IT Xperience
The general IT Xperience survey is an over-time measurement that gauges the general
sentiment about IT and the needs of the employees when it comes to their digital workspace.
Questions focus, among others, on the employees' needs regarding their applications, devices,
connectivity, and IT support.
Application Xperience
This survey is an over-time measurement that provides deeper insights into the experience
with mission-critical applications. This survey enables you to assess the usability and jobcriticality of business applications and provides insights to retire, replace, or revamp them.
Remote Xperience
Hybrid work models, where employees partly or wholly work remotely, are increasingly
becoming the norm. Hybrid working requires tools (workplace, apps, wifi, secure infrastructure)
and skills (communication, collaboration, time management, digital fluency). Our Remote
Xperience survey pack (in an over-time or in-time format) helps you keep tabs on the impact of
remote working on our employees and addresses both technology needs and human aspects.
Device Xperience
The Device Xperience survey is an over-time measurement especially focused on the
experience with a work laptop (or desktop). It assesses the utility and usability of work devices
and provides critical input for evaluating the performance and added value of work laptops or
desktops.
IT Support Xperience
Providing support quickly and reliably is a vital sign of IT Support's effectiveness. The IT
Support Xperience pack is a set of in-time (trigger) surveys sent to the users in response to an
incident, service, or request for information.
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2. Survey Packs - Measurements focused on the added value of IT to the business
These measurements focus on specific categories of users whose opinions are essential for IT,
such as super users or executives (those responsible for entire departments or business
sections).
Executive Xperience
IT leadership needs to know how the executive community views corporate IT's performance.
Our Executive Xperience pack picks up the organizational vibe about project execution, moments
of truth, collaboration, and value for money, among many other metrics.
Super User Xperience
Superusers are the organization's frontrunners when it comes to IT, and their feedback is
especially valuable. The Super User Xperience survey captures the focal points of attention for
the community.

3. Survey Packs - Measurements focused on changes in IT services
The first impression matters, especially with IT. These measurements focus on the experience
with new situations, such as IT onboarding, or changes in the current IT resources
(a new application version).
Onboarding Xperience
The hardest part of starting a new job is, well, starting a new career. The two departments
primarily responsible for new-hire onboarding are HR and IT. Our Onboarding Xperience survey
tracks the speed and quality of IT onboarding, and the insights help to understand how new hires
can integrate more quickly to become productive and engaged employees.
Adoption Xperience
The true worth of a new application or significant release can only be judged once it's in use.
Are employees adopting the application? Are they more productive?
Is their learning curve smooth? The Adoption Xperience survey pack provides insights into
application reliability and value.
Dashboard example
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Want to know more?
Are you interested in Amaze, our Xperience
measurement toolset, or our XLA offerings?
Please reach out for more information or a cost
indication for your business.
Contact
T 020 622 34 44
E getintouch@giarte.com
W www.giarte.com
W www.academy.giarte.com
W www.itx.giarte.com
Giarte, Founders of XLA
Moermanskkade 620
1013 BE Amsterdam

